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Background:mRNA polyadenylation, the addition of a poly(A) tail to the 3′-end of pre-mRNA, is a process critical
to gene expression and regulation in eukaryotes. To understand the molecular mechanisms governing
polyadenylation and other relevant biological processes, it is important to identify these poly(A) tails accurately
in transcriptome sequencing data and differentiate them from artiﬁcial adapter sequences added in the sequenc-
ing process. But the annotation of these tails is complicated by the presence of sequencing errors and post-
transcriptional modiﬁcations. While determining that a tail is present in a given transcript fragment is
straight-forward, these obfuscations make the problem of boundary identiﬁcation a challenge; conventional
seed-and-extend algorithms struggle to accurately identify these poly(A) tail end-points. Further, all existing
tools that we are aware of focus exclusively on the trimming of poly(A) tails, failing to provide the detailed infor-
mation needed for studying the polyadenylation process.
Results:Wehave created SCOPE++, an open-source tool for ﬁnding the precise border of poly(A) tails and other
homopolymers in raw mRNA sequence reads. Based on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach, SCOPE++
accurately identiﬁes speciﬁc homopolymer sequences in error-prone EST/cDNA data or RNA-Seq data at a
speed appropriate for large sequence sets.
Conclusions:We demonstrate that our tool can precisely identify poly(A) tails with near perfect accuracy at the
speed required for high-throughput applications, providing a valuable resource for polyadenylation research.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-SA license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).1. Background
Alternative polyadenylation (APA) and poly(A) tail length variability
have recently been identiﬁed as critical mechanisms in gene expression
and regulation [1–6]. But conducting studies on their exact role in the
regulation process is complicated by the challenge of collecting precise
information on the presence and characteristics of poly(A) tails in tran-
scriptome data. While ﬁnding a signiﬁcantly long stretch of adenine
bases in a transcript sequence is not difﬁcult, the challenge deepens
when you try to account for sequence modiﬁcations that could obscure
the tail sequence purity (e.g. base-call errors, the effect of processes
such as RNA editing, or sequencing artifacts). Tools such as SeqCleanMiami University, Oxford, OH,
puter Science and Software
n), abrudapa@miamiOH.edu
c@miamiOH.edu (C. Liang),
. This is an open access article under[7], TrimEst [8], or SeqTrim [9] are able to effectively remove
poly(A) tails via truncation, but cannot recover the detailed information
needed when studying issues related to length variation. Thus a tool is
required that is able to identify poly(A) tail boundaries and length,
and is robust to disruptions in the homopolymer sequence.
Polyadenylation is a post-transcriptional process inwhich the3′-end
of a pre-mRNA is cleaved and replaced with a poly(A) tail to form a
mature mRNA. Speciﬁcally, the polyadenylation protein complex binds
to poly(A) signals, then cleaves the sequence at a poly(A) site, andﬁnally
collaborates with the poly(A) polymerase to perform non-templated
adenine addition a few bases downstream of the appropriate
poly(A) signals [1]. The poly(A) tail at the 3′ endof themRNA is the hall-
mark of mRNAmaturation, and also serves as a regulatory signal that is
critical for mRNA nucleus-to-cytoplasm transportation, mRNA stability,
and protein translation [1,2]. Recent research suggests that many
eukaryotic genes employ alternative polyadenylation (APA), in which
multiple distinctive poly(A) sites are utilized to create different
transcript isoforms from the same genes [1–3]. It is clear that APA is
an important regulator in eukaryotic gene expression and regulation.
For example, 3′-UTR shortening by APA appears to be highly active inthe CC BY-NC-SA license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).
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ular and biological mechanisms governing polyadenylation and other
relevant processes, RNA-seq data is continually being generated to
aid in annotating the junctions of the 3′-UTR and the poly(A) tail
[5,10]. Moreover, 3′-end tagging (i.e., addition of non-templated U or
C/U-rich tags) and 3′-oligouridylation (i.e., poly(U) tails) have been
shown to affectmRNAdegradation and are common inmanyeukaryotic
species [6,11]. Studies have also demonstrated that the length of the
poly(A) tail has a direct effect on mRNA stability, and that mRNAs
with short poly(A) tails can be stored in cytoplasm and reactivated
later for translation by a re-polyadenylation process that elongates the
tail lengths [12,13].
Wewould like to extract data on poly(A) tail characteristics from the
aforementioned RNA-seq data that is so plentiful. However, the precise
identiﬁcation of poly(A) tails embedded within those sequences is a
challenge, as the search for a contiguous sequence of adenine bases is
complicated by the potential obfuscation of the sequence pattern by
base-call errors and the presence of sequencing-induced artiﬁcial
sequences (e.g., adapters, linkers and primers) added near the
poly(A) tails. Such modiﬁcations, as well as changes resulting from
poorly understood biological processes (e.g. RNA editing and non-
templated nucleotide addition [14,15]), can disguise the characteristic
adenine sequence and result in impurity in the poly(A) tails. Certain
tools, such as SeqClean [7], TrimEST [8], and SeqTrim [9], are able to re-
liably remove such tails by identifying one end of the tail and truncating
it. But they are not able to provide the information needed to study the
polyadenylation process itself (e.g. length, or termination position).
In this paper we introduce SCOPE++, an open-source software tool
employing a Hidden Markov Model approach for the precise identiﬁca-
tion of the boundaries and length of poly(A) tails and other homopoly-
mers in sequence reads. SCOPE++ runs at a speed appropriate for Next
Generation Sequencing output sizes, with a capability to self-tailor its
computational model to the characteristics of a given dataset through
the use of machine learning algorithms. This makes it possible to
precisely study poly(A) tail length and boundaries, and their roles in
regulating gene expression. In particular, our tool is designed to accu-
rately detect poly(A) tails of lower purity, where tail boundaries will
be difﬁcult to identify using conventional algorithms.2. Methods
SCOPE++ identiﬁes poly(A) tails through the alignment of se-
quence reads to a predeﬁned Hidden Markov Model (HMM) topology
using the Viterbi algorithm. (For the interested reader unfamiliar with
HMMs, the Viterbi algorithm, or Baum–Welch Training, a useful
bioinformatics-oriented overview is presented in Durbin et al. [16],
with a more technical review in Rabiner [17]). Employing sliding win-
dows to initialize HMM parameter values tailored to the dataset,
SCOPE++utilizes the Viterbi algorithm to approximate themost likely
position of a poly(A) tail within any given fragment [16]. We also note
that SCOPE++ can search for both poly(A) tails and poly(T) tails, but(a)                
Fig. 1. (Left) A generalization of theHMMtopology used for identiﬁcation. The number of A state
larger number of states leading tomore precise boundary identiﬁcation but loss of overall sensi
tice. (Right) Example of a sequence read containing an identiﬁed poly(A) tail that has been div
tail-ends (tail bases within x of the upstream tail boundary), interior tail bases (further than atas the poly(T) version is the mirror of the poly(A) version we will not
discuss it further until the Results section.
2.1. HMM topology
SCOPE++ identiﬁes poly(A) tails using a variable-state Hidden
Markov Model [16] conforming to the topology illustrated in Fig. 1(a),
allowing for the identiﬁcation of both perfect and imperfect
poly(A) tails in raw sequence reads. Using slidingwindows along a ran-
dom sampling of the input as training data for initial parameter values
(optionally coupled with Baum–Welch training for HMM parameter
optimization), SCOPE++ utilizes the Viterbi algorithm to approxi-
mate the most likely position of a poly(A) tail within any given frag-
ment. In Fig. 1(a) we see the HMM topology, and in Fig. 1(b) the
decomposition of a fragment. In the alignment of the fragment
each base will be assigned to either: the poly(A) state (thus indicat-
ing it is a member of a poly(A) tail); a background state (thus
indicating it is not); or one of the intermediate A states. Thesemiddle
states model bases on the tail boundary, whichwe require to be error
free. Increasing the number of such these boundary can increase the
precision of boundary identiﬁcation, at the cost of sensitivity as base-
call errors become more likely to appear within the deﬁned end re-
gion. Experiments indicate that using four such states (split two
and two) achieves a reasonable balance.
The topology of the HMM is fairly simple, but requires the
fragments conform to a template deﬁned by the model. Speciﬁcally,
any embedded tail must have x error-free adenine bases at either end
(where x= 2 in Fig. 1(a)), and the tolerance of non-adenine tail bases
will be dictated by probabilities assigned in the poly(A) state. There is
the possibility of a non-tail adenine sitting by chance adjacent to the
tail and thus being incorrectly annotated as part of that tail. However,
there is virtually no way to distinguish such an aberrant base using
only sequence information (or even establishing whether or not there
actually an error), hence any tool based on sequence analysis will likely
suffer from this. Similarly, two homopolymers sitting in close proximity
could be incorrectly merged (with the intervening bases labeled as er-
rors within the tail). However, the occurrence of several consecutive
non-A bases will result in a poor ﬁt to themodel, and hence are unlikely
to be accepted. In practice, the probability of two homopolymers actual-
ly occurring close enough to each other be a problem appears to be very
small.
2.2. Parameter estimation
Starting with our ﬁxed HMM topology and a set of fragments, we
needed to estimate several parameters for the HMMwhich may be de-
pendent on the characteristics of the biological data or the sequencing
processes. Speciﬁcally, we needed transition probabilities (the probabil-
ity of a given base being of one state given the proceeding base was of
the other), and emission probabilities (the base distribution for each
fragment type). Note that the probabilities involving the end-segment(b)
s between the background andpoly(A) states can vary depending on user priorities,with a
tivity. Using a total of four states (split two and two) achieves a reasonable balance in prac-
ided into four types of segment: background (bases not part of the poly(A) tail), upstream
least x bases away from either boundary), and down-stream tail-ends.
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Fig. 2. The sliding window scoring scheme used to provide an estimate of the HMM parameters. (a) Illustration of score calculation. (b) FindingWCenter.
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sequential As to the sequence of states (as these are intended to
model the ends of a tail without impurities).
Given a large set of input data and the ﬁxed HMM topology, we esti-
mate the remaining parameters by taking a sampling of the fragments,
quickly determining the approximate location of the poly(A) tails, and
using that data for the basis of the estimation. Speciﬁcally: we apply a
sliding-window scoring ﬁlter of user-speciﬁed width M to a random
sampling of the input data. Eachwindow is scored by calculating the dif-
ference in the number of adenine and non-adenine bases. As illustrated
in Fig. 2(a), we identify a windowWCenter with the highest such score
and, if the score is larger than a pre-determined threshold, we treat
this as a potential subsequence of a poly(A) tail. We then ﬁnd the ﬁrst
window to the left,WLeft, whose score is equal to the threshold value,
and identify aWRight in a symmetric fashion. Finally, we merge together
all windows from WLeft to WRight to form one contiguous sequence
representing a putative poly(A) tail to be used for parameter training
(see Fig. 2(b)). We note that this method intentionally tends towards
the over-estimation of the actual boundaries, allowingus to compensate
for the presence of base-call errors at the ends of the poly(A) tail. From
these putative sets we can then estimate the HMM parameters: transi-
tion probabilities are based on mean tail length with the assumption a
geometrical distribution, while emission probabilities are sampled
directly from the contents of the putative fragments.
Following this, estimates can be further reﬁned using the Baum–
Welch algorithm [16], which is designed to optimally ﬁt an HMM to a
given training dataset. In practice, we ﬁnd that the use of Baum–
Welch increases runtime with a negligible improvement in results. It
appears that our initial estimate of the model parameters is fairly
close to the estimates returned by Baum–Welch, hence the algorithm
is not worth the extra time.
Oncewe haveHMMparameter estimates, SCOPE++ independently
applies the Viterbi algorithm [16] to each sequence, getting back the
best ﬁt of the sequence to our model (and thus an assignment of each
base to one of the characterizing states). While the Viterbi algorithm
generally takes O(mn2) time (where m is the length of the sequence
and n is the number of states in the model), the structure of our
model allows us to reduce that to O(mn) time. As the number of states
employed is ﬁxed, in practice the runtime is linear with respect to the
size of the sequence fragment.
2.3. Benchmark sets
There is a lack of beachmark sets onwhich to test our tools; there has
been some work on experimentally identifying tails [18,19], but the in-
formation produced by these wet-lab experiments describes tail length
distribution, not the individual tail positions needed for testing. Hence
we have developed a “semi-synthetic” benchmark set: namely, we
have taken a set of real sequences with human-identiﬁed tails and
artiﬁcially cleaned the tails of all impurities (that is: we convert all
non-adenine bases to adenine). The result is a set of synthetic sequences
with characteristics highly correlated to real data. While the human an-
notation is subject to human error, by cleaning them of impurities wehave essentially turned the human-identiﬁed tails into simulated tails
thatwewould expect a tool to identify. The non-tail portions of our syn-
thetic fragments are direct copies of actual biological sequences, hence
containing within them sequence characteristics that might effect the
performance of the tool. We can then introduce simulated base-call
error at a controlled rate, providing large datasets with known tail loca-
tions on which to test and compare different tools.
The human-annotated data used to generate these sequences can be
found in https://github.com/mortonjt/SCOPE github repository.
3. Results
In assessing the quality of SCOPE++ results we look at three met-
rics: its ability to correctly identify poly(A) tails (sensitivity), its ability
to avoid incorrect identiﬁcation of tails (speciﬁcity), and its ability to
ﬁnd the tail boundaries (precision). We assess sensitivity with the stan-
dard formula, the ratio of true positives to actual positives. To assess a
tool's precision, we measure result quality in three ways: % correct,
average sum of squares trim error. % correct is the fraction of tails with
correctly identiﬁed endpoints. Trim error is the signed distance between
estimated and actual boundaries. Average sum of squares time error is
the average of the square of the trim errors over all sequences. We the
last, as opposed to straight trim error, as it reﬂects the fact that the
seriousness of boundary error increases super-linearly with the error
(e.g. being off by four bases is more than twice as problematic as
being off by two bases), given the effect of such error on downstream
analysis.
First we test whether the complexity of an HMM approach is
warranted (given the apparently simple nature of the problem)by com-
paring SCOPE++ against a basic string search algorithm. Using our
semi-synthetic dataset (see Methods), we compare against an algo-
rithm that searches for maximal substrings s such that: (1) s is not
shorter than a ﬁxed valuem, and (2) the fraction of non-A bases in s is
not greater than a ﬁxed value p. We ﬁnd that while this basic algorithm
can effectively detect the presence of poly(A) tails, it cannot match
SCOPE++ in boundary detection accuracy. Experiments indicate
that an effective parameter assignment is m = 10 and p = 0.15,
and with those values we ﬁnd that both tools have near-perfect sen-
sitivity (and speciﬁcity) for data subjected to a base-call error rate
ranging from 0 to 0.1 errors per base. But the simple algorithm suf-
fers in boundary precision. With a 0% base-call rate (i.e. perfect
tails), the simple tool is able to correctly identify boundaries less
than 25% of the time, and over-extends the boundaries by an average
of 8 bases; under these conditions SCOPE++ returns perfect results.
Bumping the error rate improves the simple tail results slightly, as
more errors in the tail prevent over-extension. But even at a 5%
error rate the tool can only identify 34% of the boundaries correctly,
and it over-extends by an average of 4.5 bases. SCOPE++ correctly
identiﬁes end points 73% of the time, and those boundaries that it
misses are short by an average of 0.6 bases. In short: the simple algo-
rithm is useful if we are merely interested in determining if a
poly(A) tail is present, but the complexity of SCOPE++ is required
if precision is important.
Table 1
Results of tests on data-derived simulated sets using SCOPE++, the TrimPoly component of SeqClean [7], and TrimEst [8]; SeqTrim [9] was too slow for testing at the necessary scale.
Starting with a set of 500 human-annotated sequenced transcript fragments (Illumina-sequenced Arabidopsis, 454-sequence Chlamydomonas, and Sanger-sequence Human [21]), we
remove all sequencing errorswithin the human identiﬁed poly(A) or poly(T) tails, then introduce simulated errors into those tails to allow for the testing of sensitivity and boundary iden-
tiﬁcation at a controlled error rate. For speciﬁcity we generate sequences using the base distribution of the non-tail segments of the sequences in the set. Applying each tool to the set, we
then have a reference solution that allows us to compute result qualities.
Average
5' Strand 3' Strand 5' Strand 3' Strand 5' Strand 3' Strand
SCOPE++ 0.956 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.996 0.99
TrimPoly 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.00
TrimEst 0.857 0.833 0.975 0.064 0.915 0.822 0.74
SCOPE++ 0.999 0.945 1.000 1.000 0.992 0.999 0.99
TrimPoly 0.978 0.955 1.000 1.000 0.982 0.998 0.99
TrimEst 0.629 0.699 0.892 0.910 0.506 0.772 0.73
SCOPE++ 0.947 0.787 0.942 0.659 0.939 0.949 0.87
TrimPoly 0.425 0.164 0.130 0.002 0.181 0.848 0.29
TrimEst 0.290 0.086 0.110 0.030 0.106 0.420 0.17
SCOPE++ 5 121 5 32 5 6 29
TrimPoly 32 119 201 1101 200 396 342
TrimEst 1112 673 905 1487 5359 13960 3916
SCOPE++ 0.913 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.994 0.98
TrimPoly 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.00
TrimEst 0.856 0.832 0.975 0.064 0.915 0.822 0.74
SCOPE++ 0.999 0.945 1.000 1.000 0.992 0.999 0.99
TrimPoly 0.977 0.955 0.999 1.000 0.982 0.998 0.99
TrimEst 0.625 0.700 0.897 0.909 0.506 0.772 0.73
SCOPE++ 0.848 0.693 0.832 0.570 0.831 0.854 0.77
TrimPoly 0.409 0.160 0.128 0.002 0.174 0.812 0.28
TrimEst 0.270 0.081 0.107 0.028 0.099 0.387 0.16
SCOPE++ 6 100 6 28 7 8 26
TrimPoly 30 117 199 1096 197 320 327
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50 100 150 200 250
Sensitivity v. Tail Length at fixed values of
adapter segment length
Tail length
SCOPA (all adapter lenths)
POLY: adapter length = 50
POLY: adapter length = 100
POLY: adapter length = 150
POLY: adapter length = 200
POLY: adapter length = 250
Fig. 3. (a) Plot of tool sensitivity as a function of the ratio of adapter segment length to tail length: while SCOPE++ is robust to this ratio, TrimPoly sensitivity deteriorates as the length of
the adapter segment becomes longer than that of the tail.
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Table 2
With the SCOPE++ trim option, poly(A) tails and poly(T) tails can be simultaneously
trimmed. The table below lists all possible arrangements of poly(A) and poly(T) tailswith-
in a single read and the frequencies in which they appear in the actual dataset.









No homopolymers 33,845,914 39.44636558%
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for the biologically-dictated structure of the sequences. To test this we
compare SCOPE++ as described (using x= 2, thus requiring each tail
starts and ends with 2 As) against a basic two state HMM (containing
a “poly(A)” state and a “non-poly(A)” state). Using the same training
procedure for the simpliﬁed HMM that we use for SCOPE++ (see
Methods), the tool tends to assign all bases to the non-poly(A) state.
The simpliﬁed HMM is able to identify only about 10% of the fragments
having tails (as opposed to SCOPE++'s 100%), evenwhen dealing with
perfect tails: while tail identiﬁcation is simple, it is not that simple. We
conclude from this that the complexity of our model is in someway de-
scribing the appropriate biologically-dictated sequence structure — at
least beyond what the trivial HMM can describe.
Having justiﬁed the idea behind the general approach,we nowmove
to a comparison against existing tools. For this we looked at the
TrimPoly module of SeqClean [7] and TrimEST [8]; SeqTrim [9] was
not used due to its slower runtime. Table 1 displays the average sensi-
tivity and speciﬁcity of SCOPE++, TrimPoly [7], and TrimEST [8]
over the six different semi-synthetic data sets (described in
Methods). For each simulation we start with our benchmark dataset
of 500 “cleaned” sequences, and for each sequence we randomly
generated 200 simulated sequences by stochastically introducing
error into the poly(A) tail, as well as 200 sequences without tails
(formed by randomly sampling from the non-tail portion of the se-
quence). Altogether, this gives us 10,000 tail-containing simulated
fragments derived directly from actual fragments and 10,000 tail-
omitted fragments based on similar base distributions. Using this
set, we observe an almost perfect sensitivity and speciﬁcity in both
the SCOPE++ and TrimPoly tools.
However, when looking at the precision at which boundaries can be
identiﬁed, we see a different story. We ﬁnd that SCOPE++ identiﬁes
the correct boundaries in a signiﬁcantly higher number of tails than
the other tools (using the 3% simulated error rate, SCOPE++ correctly
identiﬁed 77% of the sequence boundaries, as opposed to 28% for
TrimPoly), and has a signiﬁcantly smaller average sum-of-squares
error rate. In short, SCOPE++ is considerably more precise.
We also look at the performances of SCOPE++ and TrimPoly as
functions of both the tail length and the length of adjacent
sequencing-adapter sequence (a portion of the fragment added down-
stream of the tail as an artifact of the sequencing process). We ﬁnd
that, while TrimPoly performs better for identifying very short
poly(A) tails (b20 bp), it is highly sensitive to the length of any adapter
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Fig. 4.Application of tools to the Triticum aestivum ERR125556 fragment set [20].With 140,000
ments of length ≥m that are identiﬁed by SCOPE++, TrimPoly, or both. In (b) we see the perinterference. By augmenting the length of tails or adjacent
sequencing-adapter fragments of real data in simulation, we can exam-
ine the effects of tail length and adapter length on sensitivity (see
Fig. 3(a)). We observe a signiﬁcant decrease in the sensitivity of
TrimPoly as the adapter length grows beyond the length of the tail — a
factor having no effect on the sensitivity of SCOPE++. In Fig. 3(b) we
plot sensitivity as a function of tail length for ﬁxed adapter segment
length. Once again, while SCOPE++ can handle any such values,
TrimPoly suffers in the presence of adapter segments longer than
250 bp — falling to a sensitivity of less than 0.4. In Fig. 4 we verify this
assertion with real data [5]. Fig. 4(a) shows the number of fragments
identiﬁed as containing a tail as a function of adapter length (with
adapter lengths for TrimPoly identiﬁed sequences determined by an
ad-hoc post processing scan), while in Fig. 4(b) we see the same infor-
mation as a percentage of the total identiﬁed (i.e. the sensitivity). The
ﬁndings are consistent with the simulation: as the tails shift deeper
into the fragment, the relative ability of TrimPoly to identify those tails
diminishes signiﬁcantly.
3.1. Large dataset validation
In order to provide some validation on actual data,we set SCOPE++
to ﬁnd poly(T) tails and ran it against a 17 GB Arabidopsis dataset [5].
Developed using poly(T) tag sequencing, it has been estimated that
about 60% of the reads within this set contain poly(T) tails; our tool
discovered them in 59.6% of all reads; see Table 2 for details of the re-
sults. A quick search of the dataset for sequences containing short(b)
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tail-containing sequences identiﬁed, (a) shows the number of sequences with adapter seg-
centage of those sequences that were identiﬁed only by SCOPE++ or TrimPoly.
162 J.T. Morton et al. / Genomics 104 (2014) 157–162homopolymers returns only 126 clear false negatives, all of which were
present in low quality regions and probably would have been discarded
anyway.
3.2. Availability and requirements
Our software can be found at https://github.com/mortonjt/SCOPE or
https://sourceforge.net/p/scopeplusplus/code/, with code to be distrib-
uted as open source. SCOPE++was implemented in C++11, and has
been tested using the gnu g++ compiler (v. 4.7) on both OS X and
Ubuntu Linux.
4. Conclusions
Herewe have presented SCOPE++, a novel approach for identifying
imperfect homopolymers when end-point precision is important. We
have compared SCOPE++ to simpler tools, and in doing so established
the necessity of addressing a seemly simple problem with a more so-
phisticated solution than seems natural. Unlike other tools, SCOPE++
is able to identify end boundaries at both ends of a tail (as opposed to
simple trimming at the inside end) and is able to train on data-speciﬁc
model parameters. Our tests have shown that the tool performs on
parwith existing poly(A) trimming tools in terms of speed, while show-
ing considerably more precision in terms of identifying end-point
boundaries and sensitivity in identifying tails buried further away
from the fragment ends.
The success of SCOPE++ also indicates some potential for general-
izing the approach to related problems, such as the identiﬁcation of
low-complexity repeats or simple artifacts that might need to be
weeded out of a sequence in a precisemanner. While HMM approaches
are frequently time consuming and can be over-kill for this sort of
problem, in cases where we can keep the complexity of themodel fairly
low and the number of states small, the same techniques might work
while keeping the runtime within reason.
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